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Abstract
This work addresses the determination of the overall strength capaci-
ties of periodically heterogeneous plates within a yield design framework.
Illustrative applications focus, notably, on reinforced concrete slabs in fire
conditions. A homogenization procedure and related numerical tools are
proposed to compute macroscopic strength criteria expressed in terms of
generalized forces (membrane and bending solicitations). To this end, a
yield design auxiliary problem is formulated on the representative three-
dimensional unit cell and a numerical resolution by a static approach is
presented, making use of simple 3D equilibrium finite elements. A par-
ticular emphasis is put on the link between the local strength criterion of
steel and concrete and the resulting optimization problem, which can be
formulated, either as a second-order cone programming (SOCP) problem
or, more generally, as a semi-definite programming (SDP) problem. A first
illustrative example of a concrete slab with a single array of steel bars will
be used to validate the approach. Then, the influence of fire conditions
on the strength capacities of reinforced concrete slabs will be investigated
and numerical computations will be confronted to experimental results.
1 Introduction
Direct methods such as yield design or limit analysis of heterogeneous
structures can be difficult to perform due to the presence of rapidly and
strongly varying material properties on a large scale structure. Despite
the efficiency of modern computational techniques, numerical computa-
tions on heterogeneous structures are, therefore, out of reach due to the
high degree of local refinement needed to correctly capture such varia-
tions and provide sufficiently accurate solutions or bounds. To overcome
these difficulties, it seems natural to replace the initially heterogeneous
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problem by an equivalent homogeneous one which is likely to be much
easier to solve. Homogenization theory in yield design for periodically
heterogeneous media, initially developed by Suquet [1] and de Buhan [2],
is a proper framework which gives a consistent definition of the strength
domain of the equivalent homogeneous medium. It relies on the resolu-
tion of an auxiliary yield design problem formulated on the unit cell with
specific boundary conditions.
An analytical determination of such macroscopic strength criteria is, in
general, limited to simple geometries or macroscopic loadings [2, 3]. Hence,
numerical approaches have to be used to determine the macroscopic strength
criterion. Even if elasto-plastic computations can be performed on the
unit cell [4], direct limit analysis or yield design computations are more
straightforward and easier to perform. This approach has been adopted
for porous media [5, 6], periodic plates solicited in their own plane [3, 7],
masonry walls [8] or stone column reinforced soils [9].
Such numerical approaches generally rely on a finite element discretization
of the unit cell and the formulation of the auxiliary problem as an opti-
mization problem. Since many yield criteria can be written using conic
constraints [10, 11, 12] (either quadratic or semi-definite cones), the arising
convex optimization problem belongs to the category of conic program-
ming. Interior-point solvers, initially designed for linear programming
only, have been developed to encompass this broader class of problems
and implemented in commercial codes such as the Mosek software pack-
age [13] for instance. Today, these solvers are considered by the scientific
community as the most efficient numerical tools for such problems due to
their excellent performance in practice.
This work will be devoted to the formulation and numerical resolution
of auxiliary yield design problems for periodic plates in membrane and
bending solicitations using a conic programming formulation. Section 2 is
devoted to the formulation of the problem in a yield design homogeniza-
tion framework. Section 3 treats the numerical aspects of finite element
discretization and conic programming formulation. Finally, some illus-
trative applications are presented in section 4 and a specific procedure
designed to take into account the effect of fire conditions on the macro-
scopic strength domain, is also discussed.
2 Homogenization theory in yield design
for periodic plates
2.1 Initial heterogeneous yield design problem
We consider a heterogeneous plate of thickness h modeled as a three-
dimensional continuum Ω, the middle plane of which, denoted by ω, is
supposed to lie in the (O, e1, e2) plane. The thickness direction is given
by the vector e3 (Figure 1).
Assuming that the plate loading depends upon several loading parameters
Q, the domain K of potentially safe loads Q is defined, according to the
yield design theory [14, 15], as the set of loads such that there exists
at least one statically admissible (S.A.) stress field σ(x) satisfying the
strength criterion at each point of the plate :
K = {Q | ∃σ(x) S.A. with Q, ∀x ∈ Ω σ(x) ∈ G(x)} (1)
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Figure 1: Homogenization procedure for periodic plates
where G(x) denotes the convex strength criterion at a point x in the plate
expressed in terms of the local stress tensor σ.
2.2 Homogeneous yield design plate problem
The present work deals with plates for which the strength properties are
periodic in their in-plane direction, that is, there exists two vectors a1 and
a2 in ω such that G(x) can be reproduced by periodicity along a1 and a2
:
G(x+ n1a1 + n2a2) = G(x), ∀x ∈ Ω, ∀n1, n2,∈ Z (2)
The two vectors a1 and a2 define the parallelepipedic unit cell of the
periodic plate. The natural idea of homogenization theory is to substitute
the local heterogeneous strength criterion G(x) formulated in terms of local
stress tensors by a homogenized or macroscopic strength criterion Ghom
with equivalent strength properties formulated in terms of generalized
forces of the plate, as illustrated in figure 1. In the following, it will be
supposed that the plate is infinitely resistant to shear forces so that the
macroscopic strength criterion will be expressed in terms of a membrane
force tensor N and a bending moment tensor M . In this case, the set of
potentially safe loads for the homogenized problem can be defined as :
Khom = {Q | ∃N(x),M(x) S.A. with Q, ∀x ∈ ω N(x),M(x) ∈ Ghom}
(3)
The principal difference with respect to the definition of K is that the
stress fields to be considered are now generalized forces consistent with a
plate model and defined on the plate middle plane ω while the strength
criterion Ghom is now homogeneous.
The main result of homogenization theory in yield design [1, 2] states
that both sets K and Khom becomes identical under an appropriate def-
inition of Ghom and under the hypothesis that the different length scales
are separated which reduces here to the following hypotheses :
• h  L, this hypothesis states that the thickness in the transverse
direction of the continuum is sufficiently smaller than the character-
istic length L in the plane ω so that Ω can be modeled as a thin
plate;
• a  L, this hypothesis states that the typical length scale of the
variation of the strength properties in the plane ω is much smaller
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than the characteristic length of the structure in this plane, so that
the initially heterogeneous material can be replaced by an equivalent
homogeneous one.
In the case when h a, i.e. when the plate thickness is much smaller
than the material properties variation length, it is possible to replace the
initial heterogeneous 3D continuum by a heterogeneous plate (implicit
up-scaling procedure) and perform the homogenization of the strength
properties on a plate model directly [16]. In the present work, we will as-
sume that h ∼ a so that both up-scaling procedures have to be performed
in one step [17, 8, 18]. In particular, the unit cell will be modeled as a 3D
continuum.
2.3 Definition of the macroscopic strength crite-
rion from the solution of a yield design auxiliary
problem
The macroscopic strength criterion is defined and computed via the reso-
lution of a specific auxiliary yield design problem formulated on the plate
unit cell A. Its middle plane is denoted by ωA. The appropriate condi-
tions to formulate an appropriate auxiliary problem in the framework of
periodic homogenization theory are the following :
• zero distributed body forces;
• periodic conditions on the lateral boundary of the unit cell and
stress-free boundary conditions on the tip and bottom surfaces;
• averaging relation relating the microscopic stress fields to the macro-
scopic generalized forces.
Hence, we introduce the set SA(N,M) of tensor stress fields σ defined on
the unit cell which are statically admissible with a macroscopic membrane
tensor N and a macroscopic bending moment M as follows :
div σ = 0 ∀ξ ∈ A (4)
[[σ · n]] = 0 through Γ (5)
σ · n ωA − antiperiodic (6)
σ ∈
SA(N,M)⇐⇒
σ · e3 = 0 for ξ3 = ±h/2 (7)
Nij =
1
|ω|
∫
A
σijdξ i, j = 1, 2 (8)
Mij =
1
|ω|
∫
A
(−ξ3σij)dξ (9)
where [[·]] denotes the jump of the quantity · through any possible dis-
continuity surface Γ. Note that the boundary conditions correspond to
traction-free conditions on the top and bottom surfaces of the plate,
whereas the stress vector σ · n should be antiperiodic only on the lat-
eral boundaries of the plate.
Finally, Ghom is defined as the set of all macroscopic membrane forces
and bending moments for which there exists such a stress field σ, satisfying
the local strength criterion every where. That is :
Ghom =
{
(N,M) s.t. ∃σ ∈ SA(N,M) ; σ(ξ) ∈ G(ξ) ∀ξ ∈ A
}
(10)
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Let us remark that a kinematic definition of Ghom, through the defi-
nition of its support function Πhom where virtual velocity fields are con-
sidered, is also possible but will not be considered in this work.
3 Numerical resolution of the auxiliary
problem
In this section, the auxiliary yield design problem will be solved using
a finite element lower bound static approach in association with conic
programming.
3.1 Finite element discretization of the unit cell
In the following, the unit cell A is discretized using NE tetrahedral equi-
librium finite elements. Hence, the six components of the stress tensor are
assumed to vary linearly. The values at the 4 vertices are then arranged
in a 24 components vector ~σe = {σ(1)11 , σ(1)22 , . . . , σ(4)23 }T .
Due to the linear variation of σ, the equilibrium equation (4) is exactly
satisfied by enforcing it at only one point inside each element Ae through
a 3× 24 matrix ~De :
div σ = 0 ∀ξ ∈ Ae ⇐⇒ ~De~σe = ~0 (11)
The continuity equation (5) is enforced at each vertex of a face shared by
two adjacent elements e and e′ using a 9× 48 matrix ~Ce,e′ :
[[σ · n]] = 0 ∀ξ ∈ Ae ∩Ae′ ⇐⇒ ~Ce,e
′
{
~σe
~σe
′
}
= ~0 (12)
The enforcement of the periodic boundary condition (6) on the lateral
boundary Alat can be expressed in a similar way :
σ · n+ + σ · n− = 0 ∀ξ ∈ Alat ⇐⇒ ~P e,e
′
{
~σe
~σe
′
}
= ~0 (13)
whereas the traction-free condition on the top and bottom surfaces is
written as :
σ · n = 0 ∀ξ3 = ±h/2 ⇐⇒ ~Se~σe = ~0 (14)
The averaging relations are computed as follows :
Nij =
1
|ω|
∫
A
σijdξ ⇐⇒ ~N =

N11
N22
N12
 = [ ~˜AN 1 . . . ~˜ANNE]︸ ︷︷ ︸
~AN

~σ1
...
~σNE

(15)
Mij =
1
|ω|
∫
A
σijdξ ⇐⇒ ~M =

M11
M22
M12
 = [ ~˜AM 1 . . . ~˜AMNE]︸ ︷︷ ︸
~AM

~σ1
...
~σNE

(16)
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All the equilibrium, continuity and boundary condition constraints are
finally assembled into a global constraint matrix ~C such that
Σ ∈ SA( ~N, ~M)⇐⇒
~CΣ = ~0
~N = ~ANΣ
~M = ~AMΣ
(17)
where Σ =

~σ1
...
~σNE
 collects all stress components. It is to be noted that,
since all equations are exactly satisfied, the previous relation defines a
subset of the set of statically admissible stress fields.
3.2 Fulfillment of the strength criterion using conic
constraints
In the present work, illustrative examples are concerned with reinforced
concrete slabs so that the local strength criterion will either be a von Mises
criterion (for steel) or a Mohr-Coulomb criterion with tension cut-off (for
concrete).
3.2.1 von Mises strength criterion
Introducing the following matrices :
~P =
1
3

2 −1 −1 0 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0 0
−1 −1 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 , ~D =
1
2

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 2

(18)
the von Mises strength criterion
√
1
2
s : s ≤ k, where s = σ − 1
3
(tr σ)1 is
the deviatoric stress and k the ultimate shear stress, is written at each
vertex i of all elements as follows :√
~σ(i)T ~P ~D~P~σ(i) ≤ ki (19)
where ki is the value of the ultimate shear stress at vertex i. It can also
be written as:
‖ ~D1/2 ~P~σ(i)‖ ≤ ki (20)
which is a second-order cone (SOC) constraint. This type of constraint is
particularly suited to interior point solvers such as the Mosek software
package.
3.2.2 Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion with tension cut-
off
A Mohr-Coulomb criterion with tension cut-off has been adopted to model
the strength behavior of concrete :
f(σ) ≤ 0⇐⇒
{
KpσI − σIII ≤ fc
σI ≤ ft with σI ≥ σII ≥ σIII , Kp =
1 + sinφ
1− sinφ
(21)
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where fc is the ultimate strength of concrete in compression, ft its tensile
strength, φ the friction angle and σI , σII , σIII the principal stresses.
Contrary to the von Mises criterion, this criterion is formulated in terms
of principal stresses which are not known beforehand. To obtain an-
other representation, let us introduce an auxiliary variable y such that
KpσI − σIII ≤ KpσI + y ≤ fc. Recalling that σI ≥ σII ≥ σIII , we
then have −σI ≤ −σII ≤ −σIII ≤ y. Hence, this inequality can also be
written in the form of a matrix inequality : −~S  y~I3 where ~S is the
matrix of the components of σ in a given basis, ~I3 the identity matrix of
size 3×3 and ~X  ~Y means that the matrix ~Y − ~X is semi-definite positive.
Similarly, we have also that KpσIII +y ≤ KpσII +y ≤ KpσI +y ≤ fc,
which is equivalent to KP ~S + y~I3  fc~I3. Finally, the tension cut-off
condition gives : σIII ≤ σII ≤ σI ≤ ft or also ~S  ft~I3.
In the end, the Mohr-Coulomb criterion with tension cut-off can be
written in the following form :
f(σ) ≤ 0⇐⇒

Kp~S + yI3 + X = fcI3
−~S − yI3 + Y = 0
~S + Z = ftI3
with X,Y,Z  0
(22)
This form, which has been previously obtained in [10, 11], involves linear
matrix equalities and auxiliary positive semi-definite matrices ~X, ~Y and ~Z.
These semi-definite constraints can also be accommodated using Mosek
in its version 7.0 [13].
3.3 Formulation of the optimization problem
We can now formulate the optimization problem corresponding to the
resolution of the auxiliary yield design problem. In practice, Ghom will
be obtained by finding the maximal amplification factor λ+ along a pre-
scribed direction ( ~N0, ~M0) such that λ
+( ~N0, ~M0) ∈ Ghom. Hence, the
corresponding optimization problem reads as :
λ+ = max λ
s.t. λ ~N0 − ~ANΣ = 0
λ ~M0 − ~AMΣ = 0
~CΣ = 0
~σ(i) ∈ Ki i = 1, . . . , 4NE
(23)
This problem consists in optimizing a linear function of the unknowns un-
der linear equality constraints and conic constraints at each vertex where
Ki is a cone representing the strength criterion. It can be either a second-
order Lorentz cone (in the von Mises case (20)) or cones of semi-definite
matrices in the case of a Mohr-Coulomb criterion (22). Hence, the prob-
lem reduces either to a SOCP problem or SDP problem depending on the
strength criteria of the unit cell.
Finally, it is to be noted that since all equations are satisfied and since
the criterion is satisfied inside each element (due to the linear variation
of σ and convexity), the maximum point λ+( ~N0, ~M0) belongs to G
hom, so
that the macroscopic criterion obtained by varying the direction ( ~N0, ~M0)
is a strict lower bound estimate for Ghom.
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Figure 2: Unit cell geometry of the first example
4 Illustrative applications
4.1 Validating example
The first example is concerned with a cubic unit cell of unitary side length
made of concrete and a steel reinforcing bar oriented in direction 1, located
at a distance zs = −0.3 below the middle plane (Figure 2). The concrete
is modeled using a Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion with a friction angle
of φ = 37◦, a compressive strength of fc = 30 MPa and a negligible tensile
strength ft ≈ 0. The steel rebar is modeled using a von Mises criterion
with a uniaxial strength fs = 500 MPa. The volume fraction of steel is
1% (square cross section of 0.1x0.1).
In order to validate the computations, the strength criterion Gc of
the unreinforced unit cell (concrete only) has been computed as well as
the homogenized criterion Ghom of the reinforced unit cell. A simple
analytical lower bound Glb of the macroscopic strength criterion can also
be obtained using the fact that the volume fraction of steel is small whereas
fc  fs. In this case, it can be proved [19] that the state of stress is almost
uniaxial in the reinforcement σ = σse1⊗e1 and equal to σc in the concrete.
The membrane force and bending moment derived from the stress state
in the concrete are denoted by Nc and Mc. Then, the total membrane
force and bending moment are given by :
N = Nc +Asσ
se1 ⊗ e1 (24)
M = Mc −Aszsσse1 ⊗ e1 (25)
where As is the section of the steel bar. Now, if σ
c ∈ Gc satisfies the
local concrete strength criterion and |σs| ≤ fs, then (N,M) ∈ Ghom.
Therefore, denoting by Gc the concrete strength criterion expressed in
terms of generalized forces, we have the following lower bound estimate
for Ghom:
Glb = G
c ⊕ Ls ⊆ Ghom (26)
where Ls = {(Nse1 ⊗ e1,−zsNse1 ⊗ e1) ; |Ns| ≤ Ny = Asfs}. This
construction means that the lower bound approach is obtained by trans-
lating the criterion of the concrete only along the generalized vector
±Ny(e1 ⊗ e1,−zse1 ⊗ e1). A kinematic approach would show that this
simple construction coincides with Ghom in the limit of infinitely small
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Figure 3: Projections on the plane N11 −N22
volume fraction of steel and infinite contrast between steel and concrete
resistances.
First, the projections of the different criteria onto the plane N11−N22
of membrane forces in directions 1 and 2 are represented in Figure 3.
Hence, all components of M as well as the N12 component are left as free
optimization variables. The criterion for concrete only Gc (blue dashed
lines) corresponds to a square in the compression region only because of
the fact that the tensile strength has been neglected. The inclusion of
a reinforcement improves both traction and compression strengths in the
N11 direction but not in direction 2, as expected. Furthermore, the nu-
merically obtained macroscopic strength criterion (red circles) perfectly
matches the analytical lower bound (black solid lines) which is obtained
by translating the criterion of concrete by the previously mentioned vec-
tors here drawn in red.
In Figure 4, the axial-bending interaction diagram along the direction
1 has been represented (all Nij = Mij = 0 except for i = j = 1). Here, the
classical result of the criterion for concrete only, consisting of two parabo-
las, is retrieved. The effect of the reinforcement expands the interaction
diagram in a direction along vectors ±(1 MN, 0.3 MN.m) as confirmed by
the analytical lower bound.
4.2 Fire resistance of reinforced concrete slabs
The second illustrative application is concerned with the fire resistance
of reinforced concrete (RC) slabs. Experiments have been conducted by
the French Scientific and Technical Center for Building and were aimed at
studying the evolution of strength properties (uniaxial bending capacity
in a first step) of RC slabs in fire conditions. Four-points bending tests
9
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Figure 4: N11 −M11 interaction diagram
6mm 
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0.45m
Figure 5: Experimental setup of 4-points bending tests in fire conditions and
RC slabs geometry
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Figure 6: Reduction factors for concrete (left) and steel (right) as a function of
temperature
have been performed on RC slabs previously placed in an oven which
heated the bottom surface of the RC slabs (Figure 5). At a given sta-
bilized temperature inside the oven and temperature gradient across the
plate thickness, four-points bending tests have been performed up to fail-
ure. The aim of this example is to compare these experimental results to
numerical computations using the previously described approach.
4.2.1 Computations in fire conditions
The general principle of the computations in fire conditions is rather
straightforward. The strength characteristics of concrete and steel at
ambient temperature are known from characterization experiments and
thermocouples have been placed at various heights in the plate thickness
during the tests so as to measure the temperature distribution through
the thickness during the experiment.
The key point concerns the degradation of the strength properties of
concrete and steel with the temperature. These strength properties in-
troduced in the numerical simulations have been decreased according
to Eurocodes prescriptions providing so-called reduction factors kc(Θ)
and ks(Θ) which are decreasing functions of the temperature Θ, so that
fc(Θ) = kc(Θ)fc,amb and fs(Θ) = ks(Θ)fs,amb where fc,amb (resp. fs,amb)
is the compressive strength of concrete (resp. uniaxial strength of steel)
at ambient temperature. For the materials used in this experiment, such
reduction factors are represented in Figure 6. The concrete friction angle
is assumed to remain unaffected by the temperature increase.
Therefore, to a given temperature profile across the slab thickness,
is associated a non-uniform distribution of strength properties in the
plate thickness. Yield design computations have then been performed
on this unit cell with these non-uniform distributions so as to obtain
a macroscopic strength criterion depending on the temperature field :
Ghom(Θ(z)).
4.2.2 Numerical results
We performed computations on the unit cell represented in Figure 7 with
the 4 different temperature profiles represented in Figure 8. The corre-
11
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Figure 7: Unit cell geometry and mesh for the second example
Figure 8: Temperature fields used in the computations
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Figure 9: Evolution of the N11 −M11 interaction diagram with respect to the
temperature
Figure 10: Comparison of ultimate loads obtained from the experiments and
numerical computations
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sponding N11−M11 interaction diagrams have been represented in Figure
9. It can clearly be observed that as the temperature increases, the in-
teraction diagram reduces in size because of the reduction of all strength
properties. Besides, it also ”rotates” due to the fact that, owing to the
temperature gradient, the lower part of the slab becomes weaker than the
upper part.
4.2.3 Confrontation to experimental results
In the experiments, two sets of materials for steel and concrete have been
considered and 4-points bending tests have been performed until failure
at ambient temperature as well as at an oven temperature approaching
1000 ◦C. The temperature distribution in such fire conditions is close to
the one represented in Figure 8 for Θmax = 1060
◦C. The choice of a
4-point bending test enables to relate directly the ultimate load at fail-
ure to the ultimate pure bending moment in the direction of the slab,
since the bending moment is constant in the middle span of the structure.
Hence, ultimate loads obtained from the experiments have been compared
to those obtained from numerical computations of the ultimate bending
moment. These results are reported in Figure 10 for ambient and fire
conditions and for the two different material sets. It can be seen that the
numerical predictions, labeled in light blue and light red, compare very
well to the ultimate loads measured in the experiments labeled in dark
blue and dark red.
5 Conclusions
A homogenization procedure for assessing the strength properties of peri-
odically heterogeneous plates has been presented in the framework of yield
design theory. The present work more specifically focuses on the case when
the typical length of the plate heterogeneities and the plate thickness are
of the same order. In this case, the unit cell is modeled as a 3D body
on which an auxiliary yield design problem is formulated, the resolution
of which enables to compute the macroscopic strength domain. A lower
bound static approach using 3D equilibrium finite elements is presented
and a conic optimization problem is formulated. Finally, the proposed
method is applied to reinforced concrete slabs in fire conditions. It al-
lows to predict, for instance, the evolution of interaction diagrams with
respect to different temperature fields. These results are also confronted
to ultimate loads obtained from experiments carried out in fire conditions.
It would be interesting to complete this work by an upper bound
kinematic approach on the same problem, so as to bracket the exact
macroscopic strength criterion, since the present method only yields lower
bounds. Besides, further work could also investigate the use of such cri-
teria in global computations on a complex structure.
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